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THE DATA

The focus ol any empirical treatment of the executive compensation
package nuist he the individual executive himself, Pension plans, profit-
sharing schemes, deferred compensation arrangements, stock options,
and other devices have no real meaning as instruments of remuneration
except in their application to specific situations. The one sensible way to
look at CofllpenSat!on, therefore, is to look at the people being com-
pensated.

Sources of Data

The proxy statements issued by corporations in connection with their
annual shareholders' meetings constitute the only regular and compre-
hensive source of information about the rewards received by individual
executives. The Securities and Exchange Commission requires firms
listed on organized stock exchanges to report in their proxy statements
the salaries, bonuses, pension expectations, stock options, and other
major items of compensation of their top oflicials. As might be ex-
pected, the degree to which different companies respond to the spirit as
well as the letter of the law varies greatly, but in most cases the informa-
tion provided is sufficient to permit all the iniportant rewards that execu-
tives receive to be analyzed with considerable precision.3 Since only a

And, recently, some firms traded over the counter as well.
Specifically, the requirement since 1954 has been that the compensation of

the three highest-paid officers arid of any officer earning more than $30,000 per
year in salary who is also a d;rector be reported. Pnor to 1954, the threshold
was $25,000 and, in the early 1940's the form of the disclosure rule itself was
somewhat different.

The chief exceptions, as was noted in Chapter 5. being company-provided
life and niedical insurance arrangements, expense accounts, and savings plans.
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110 EXECUTI\'E COM I'ENSATION

small number of the highest_ranking individuals in each firm are re-
ported on, however, the analysis here must he confined to their COfli-

pensation experience. While this is a COflStFu11it, it is not uecessurilv a
serious one for several reasons.

First, these are the men who make the major policy decisions for their
firms and who thereby play a major role in determining the pattern of
economic growth and resource utilization observed in the Community.

If there is some concern about the performance of our CCOflOmy over

time and about the decisions which spark that performance, it makes
sense to concentrate a good deal of attention on the people who
formulate the crucial policies. Secondly, the rewards received by these
same people establish a foundation for pay scales throughout the
corporate organization and thus provide a standard by which men at
lower management levels are apt to judge the adequacy of their own
compensation and toward which they may look for an incentive to move
upward. If, as has been claimed in recent years, the after-tax monetary
benefits associated with becoming a top executive are not sufficient in
themselves to act as an inducement to younger persons to attempt to at-
tain that status, we must rely on other types of motivation to fill the gap
or resign ourselves to an inadequate supply of the right kind of talent in
this area. Finally, if we are interested in the effects of personal income
taxation on the attitudes and actions of individuals, senior corporate
executives are a logical group to study. Because of their very high in-
comes, progressive taxes have an especially large impact on them and
they would, as much as any segment of society, be expected to display
some reaction thereto. Accordingly, whether out of concern for be-
havior now or in the long run, the remuneration of the few men at the
top of the corporate pyramid is of considerable importance and merits
our attention.

The Sample

While there are a number of possible bases for choosing the specific
group of companies from which to draw such a sample, the decision here
was to focus on large manufacturing corporations. In part, the feeling
was that the leaders of large firms are the pace-setters for the nation's
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n1nhIgeri;'l class. 'Ihey liequeuiily represent it to the public, define fo,'
it iiuIIr(ts of ct)n)l)etent )eJfofligIi)c ;iiit.f pI'ovi(ie iii their iewii'tls a
heiletlUhIlk 1(0 the COIfll)CiiItiOli Ut LX(ItiVCS Ill 0111(1, sIiIIlleF (0111
l);1:c. \ ;mitfe liaiig tite:e cl1:ir tJrilI .itI iliciekuc he viewed
s an itistiutlietlt br ubtainiiig as niucli illikage as possihle Iftul) a givell
tiiiotint of (laId ;tswell as being iiiteiesting tn os tnvn light.

'ftc dioice of ntauut'acliiring finns iii partielikil was dictated its touch
by pers()llal )lckrelice as by the thought of atiy tiinquc advatitages to he
gained. A sample consisting of utilities, financial institutions, transporta-
tion firms, couhpailies eiigagcd in retail trade, etc., would 'ery likely have
been a suitable alternative.' ('olicentratioti on a single category of linus
in order to develop as coherent and structured a body of data as pos-
sible did appear a desirable objective, however. In that connection, large
tn;tnufacttiring corporations liiive eritiugh in conirnon to make corn-
parisolis itniorig them tiht'aningtul and enough diversity to make the 'ainc
comparisons interesting. 'I'tierel'ore, while they are by no means the
only sensible choice, tlie' do have sonic itdv;irttitpcs, ale obviously
prolnitlent in the economy, and constitute a fariiiliar frame of reference.
As such, they should he well suited to the task of providing a solid
fout ndat ion fi r au em pi rica I an alys is of the couipensa I ion package.

Se/eeIwii of ('om/)anie.v

Iwo questions remain to he answered: ( I ) What isa" large'' company?
and (2 ) I low many oi them coniprise a stilhicient sample from which to
draw inferences? Since neither question hasa very well-defined theo-
retical solution iii the present context. 1)0111 must he settled somewhat
arbitrarily.

'l'he relevant measure of company sue is taken to he annual sales
volume. While a strong case could he made For profits, total assets,
market value of outstanding securities, and several oilier criteria, the
absence of a cleat' signal from the nature of the problem suggests that

Ott I he ol iicr itt itit , I lie se Vt) itl iii inensi ons iii I he e 5CC lii IVC pa P IC k ge
have tsa'tt ,,ninewhat IiiOIC ,tiIi' teveitrpetl by maritifucuitririg CiJrpt)i ititiI)s luau
by t>titci ',t)cloI'', of lite hitsitit,''s ct'lilIlltIiiity. liii exaiitpte, it,itlItc!ai iiIItIttRU1s
and pitlitic utilities have iii geitetul used iIi'dIluillCIits such t' stitch oplitirus
hes', extensively tlin have ititittif.tct LII CI',.
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the decision is essentially a matter of taste and convenience. (li'en a
desire to study executiVCS whose act ions have a sgnifIcaiit impact on
the economy, sales may he marinallv preferred as an index of size he.
cause they seem to provide the best measure of the sheer weight of
CCO!lOflhiC activity un(lertaken by a companY. They are also a con-
venient choice: the task of ranking manufacturing firms according to
their sales volume is performcd annually by Fortune magazine in its
compilation of the five hundred largest American industrial corpora.
tions. This service may therefore be exploited and those tabulations
used as the source from which to draw a sample. In any event, if sales
are adopted as the yardstick, the group of companies chosen will not
he very different from that which would result were any one of several
other criteria selected instead. It happens that firms with a high level
of sales also have high profits, many assets, and a substantial market
value. Indeed, almost any common measure of size will yield a very
similar list similar enough that a long search for the "right" measure
here is not worthwhile.7

The latter point is reinforced when it is recalled that data on the
compensation of a particular executive must extend over a period of
time if his experience is to be analyzed properly. This means that both
the executive and his company must be in the sample for a number of
years if they are to appear at all. Because the firm's dimensions will
change over such an interval, whichever one is chosen as most indicative
of its relative standing in the business community in a given year will
not necessarily provide the same ranking in every other year. There is
little to be gained, therefore, from an attempt to establish a rigorous
ease in principle for a criterion that must immediately be compromised
in application.

The conclusion this leads one to is the following: A sample con
sistent with the objectives established can legitimately be chosen by

Even this assertion, of course, must be highly qualified. One could well
argue, for example, that total assets as a measure of resources controlled are
better suited to the purpose of indicating impact" or "importance."

The July issue each year contains this list and a discussion of the attributes
of the firms included,

For example, if thc 1964 list of firms in Fortune was reclassified accord-
ing to asset size, of the first twenty only four would not be present among
the first twenty on the revised list.
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taking i list of tile Ii;UiolI's largest Illaiiufact,iri11e cun1)ahIits iarii.ccl iii
a Rctnt \cu by niiv tmc of wvciaI cliaractci kli&'s, sl;i, hug it hue top,
IIIII slrnllv \Voi king (lOwli until 'the dcsri-i'd iirtrithcr is (dfl;trlIt'&l, chiriiin,ii-

in_' al tip the way thus,' iii ills s%'lll)5_' Xi'.'Lltiv(\' ((tIIipelisahiorl cannot
he propei lv iIillyiet! l)ecatise of irsuflicieliejes iii tilt' historical data,
'Ibis is in fact what wits tiotre.

ifte basic (lecisnhrl \Vas to seek a sruipk' of hilly coml)aIut's in ill a
nuinlwr judged ho ie enough ho aiksv stteiilt'tits'il,rit values
and trends Over time to he niathe with some conikierice, As it iahei-
tunwd out, a sanhl)le of' thi site 'idcd data Oil iippl'uxiriiatdy 5() in-
tlividuitl executives involving tlriiost (tOo flhiIityCiiI's' worth of (i)lfl-
iel ion experience.

'lhe sample was asscriihlcd born tJie Fortune rii;paiiie tnlniIat ion
for I)(i4.' lkginniiny vihii ( ienieral Motors, the hack proxy statements
of some eight conipanies were examined ku clarity, colisistency,
completeness, arid mvij}ahiljty hits last conrsi(leratjo!) was obviously ii
crucial Olic. hhtci i. ittL' VCty k'W t'Xfeiisivc CUhICCtit)ilS 1)1 corporate
stale inert t s in cxi ste iice art (I even fewer I hat Ct) mit a in records f n' in ne
than a hail (ho/en vi'ais or so hack in time. One such collection- at
the I arvarth Uusiness School's Uaker I .ihrary -was accessible to the
author. Recause that collection is quite comprehensive, missing data
was seldom a stumbling Hock. Of the some eighty Corporations checked,
only four had to he ruled (rut l)ecause their proxies Were riot available.

'the next question was whether the nianiiier in which the firm chose
to respond to the various 5K reporting requirements over the \'ears
provided enough iiiforiiration on its executives to permit an analysis of
their rewards. Sonic companies, for instance, supply in their proxy
statements the formal schedule of miininmai retirement i)eIleiits for their
pension plans as a function oh years of cniilloymcnit and average salary
hut (ho nut translate that schedule into actual heiieht promises for in-
dividual executives. In certain cases it was possible to perform this
translation from intornrition gathereil elsewhere amid from various hits
of data coiittiiìetI ill the proxy stafeilients themselves, hut ninist corn-
morily it Was riot, arid conipaimics in this category usually had to he ex-
cluded From the sanipk'.

Which itnks titus ;ic'oidui to their ticth t9(ii suIcs. Votuutuuc I XX, No I,
pp. 179 I91.
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Another problem situation was the one in which the corporatjo as

it was constituted in 1964 had been put together by a series of niergeis.

When this had happened, there frequently was not sufficient continuuiy

of personnel or of compensation policy to ieiidei au analysis Ut its

history very meaningful. Moreover, to (lie extent that such an ellort was

possible, it would deal with men who for much of the relevant time
period were employed by companies much smaller than those with which

the sample sought to concern itself.
A variety of other difficulties was also encountered. One cnterprje

classified among the top manufacturersWestern Electricissues ng
proxy statements of its own because it is a wholl'-owned subsidiary of
another company. The shares of some firmsFord Motor Company
being perhaps the most prominent example--were not listed on an or-
ganized stock exchange until relatively recently and therefore did not
have a long enough proxy statement file to be useful. Still others had
only a small number of executives at any one time who were also
directors and, in consequence, were required to report the compensa-
tion of so few men each year that no adequate history could be as-
sembled for any of them. Ultimately, it was necessary to reach down to
the corporation which ranked seventy-eighth in sales volume among
manufacturing firms in 1963 in order to round out a list of fifty.

The Companies

These were all minor problems, however, and the resulting sample can,
as well as any other, be considered representative of very large Amen-
can industrial corporations. Most, if not all, the firms included would be
termed 'blue chips" in the language of the investor. A wide range of
both size and type of company appears. The full list is presented in
Appendix 1.

The fifty firms had, in 1963, a combined sales volume of $93.8 bil-
lion, assets of $77.8 billion, a net profit of $6.6 billion, and a total
equity market value equal to $1 13.0 billion. As a group they generated
approximately 22 per cent of the total sales of all United States man-
ufacturers in that year.° The largestGeneral Motorshad sales of

United States Department of Commerce. Survey of Current Business, May
1955, pp. 3-4. Total sales of all manufacturing firms in 1963 were $417.3 bullion.
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$16.5 billion and the Srnalk'st---Tjdcwitcr Oilsales of $66() million.
A breakdown of the sample i)y rn(lustry would read as follows:

Agricultural machinery 2
Aircraft and aerospace 6
Autos
Chemicals 4
('ontainers 2
Electrical and electronics 4
Food and dairy products 4
Nonferrous metals 2
Office equipment
Paper 1

Petroleum 9
Rubber 5
Steel 5
Tobacco 2
Miscellaneous 2

While rankings which go back beyond 1955the first year for which
Fortune compiled its listare not readily available, it can be seen from
Appendix A that the large majority of these companies have almost
certainly been among, say, the nation's top one hundred manufacturing
corporations throughout the entire last quarter century. Some, of course,
such as IBM, have experienced a very rapid growth in sales in recent
years and therefore were not major companies by that definition in the
1940's. Situations of this sort are in the minority, however, and, to the
extent a choice was necessary, it seemed most appropriate to include in
the sample Companies important now but not twenty-fIve years ago
rather than the reverse.

Time Period Covered

The objective established at the outset was very simply to develop as
much of a history as the data would permit. Since proxy statements were
the key documents, this meant that the study would go hack as far as
they did. The year 1940 turned out to be the practical limit of the
analysis. Proxy statements were first required for listed companies by
the then-newly-formed Securities and Exchange Commission in the
late I 930's, but the disclosure rules applicable to them were apparently
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not suflicientlY well defined to bring about uniform and COfl1piehensic
reporting of renitincration until several 'ears later. 1le tUBing iflv()\ed

was fortunate because it effectively coincided with the first serjo
wave

of pension plan adoptions by American corporations. It was therefore
possible in almost every instance to obtain the provisions of such plans
directly from the proxy statementS themselves and to observe their
translation into benefit promises for individual CXCCUtIvCS right from the

start. Coupled with the long list of executives whose rewards the report.
ing requirements of the 1940's made public (the initial confusion having
been dispelled by rather severe disclosure rules) this circumstance not
only made the data for the early ears of the study quite Complete but
eliminated much of the need to estimate compensation data for various
individuals who did not attain high positions within their companies
until later on1° The analysis bcgins with 1940. therefore, and COflhjflues
through 1963.

Tue Executives

Over this period, data were collected in an attempt to provide an evalua-
tion of the rewards in each year of the five highest-paid executives in all
fifty companies. Once again, the original goal was to reach as far doii
in the corporate hierarchy as the available information would allow.
After several trial runs, the fifth-ranking man seemed to be the lowest
which, considering the entire sample of firms, the proxy data would
with any reasonable frequency support.

The degree of success achieved in naeeting even this objective, while
generally high, varied widely from company to company. For five firms
it was possible to fill all five slots in each of the twenty-four years and,
in two others, all five in every year but one. The worst company in this
regard was by far the worst, supplying enough information to fill only
thirty-three of the 120 possible spaces. For no other firm were there
less than seventy-four filled. In all, out of the 6,000 man-years' worth of
compensation history sought, a total of 5,300 were obtained, involving
altogether 558 different executives. A tabular summary of the resulting
population by years is presented in Appendix J.

' The problem of extrapolating certain data for particular executives !S
discussed below.

That is, fifty companies over twenty-four years.
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It was necessary to assemble more than 5300 man-years of executive

experience, however. In order to di'ternijnc the value of certain of a
man's rewards his pension and deferred compensatjn, for example

hi5 hi,Euiy starting with the year he is first promised
benefits under such plans. Data for him for a nutuber of years in advance
of the time he becomes one of his company's top five executives are
therefore likely to he required. This occurred often enough in practice
that a total of 7,802 nian-ycars of compensation experience was
eventually collected and processed.

One adjective used very casually in the preceding paragraphs requires
a little more elaboration. It is really not possible to establish which in-
dividuals in a firm are its five "highest-paid" until oiler the value of each
man's rewards has been analyzed and the appropriate current income
equivalents constructed. Salary alone is clearly an incomplete ranking
criterion. Thus it is not correct to state simply that, for the purposes of
the empirical portion of the study, data on the top five men in every
company were collected. More precisely, data on enough men were col-
lected so that after an analysis of their remuneration the top five would
be sure to emerge. It was frequently necessary, therefore, to examine
information on a greater number of executives for each firm in each
calendar year. Indeed, one of the comparisons the procedures developed
here make possible is between the executive rankings within a company
implied by salaries and those which result from considering the full
range of rewards.'2

Dcnographic Data

In addition to the compensation figures provided by the corporation's
proxy statements, the individual executive's age and marital status are
important to the analysis. Calculations involving mortality considera-
lions of course depend quite heavily on the former, and tax liabilities
are greatly affected by th latter. After-tax present value comparisons,
therefore, require that both characteristics be identified.

On occasion it was possible either to obtain or to infer the executive's
age directly from the proxy statements. For instance, the number of

12 See bejow, Chapters tO and 11.
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years rernainilg until "normal retirenleilt age," i.e., age 65, might be

reported in sonic COflflCCtIOfl by a company for each of j of1icrs in a

particular year. This sort of thing did not happen very Often, however

and other sources had to be relied on 10 the large majority of cases.

Who's Who in A ,nerica and Whos Rho in Co,nmerce and Indusirv

supplied most of the data. Each presents a short biographical sketch of

the individuals it records, and both age and marital status are included
For executives who did not appear iii one or the other of these, po'
Register of CorporaliOfl.V, Directors, and Executives was the next line
of defense. If that also failed, the assumption was made that the eXecu-

tive in question was indeed age 65 when he was observed to retire and
that he was married. For approximately forty out of the 55 men in the
sample, no conclusive evidence as to birth date or marital status could
he found, and the assumption indicated was necessary.

Estimating Data

In situations where data were required for an individual for a period of
years prior to the time he appeared in his firm's proxy statements, it
was almost always possible to reconstruct the relevant experience by
comparing the man's career with that of another, more visible executive
in the same firm, and by making use of various pieces of information
contained in the proxy statements after he did appear.

Suppose, for example, that an executive who has been laboring
anonymously for a company for a number of years finally attains a
position such that his compensation is reported. Suppose further that
his salary thereafter is seen to follow consistently one step behind that
of a fellow executive for whom a long record of data does exist. If,

then, there is some indication from the proxy statements or from in-
formation in Who's Who that they held the same relative positions in
the past as well, it is a fairly easy matter to reconstruct the first man's
historyat least when it is not necessary to go back too far in time.
We may simply impute to him past salary figures which bear each year
the same relationship to the other executive's observable past salary as
do his current ones. If the man's age, the date of his employment, and
the benefit formulas under the corporation's various supplemental
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compensation plans are known, the benefits that would have been in
prospect for him at all those previous saiary levels under such plans can
also be computed.

Another situation is that in which an executive who has held (he same
position in his company for sonic time suddenly appears in its proxy
statements not because of a promotion hut by virtue of his election to
its Board of Directors. From his current salary and a record of the
salary levels over time for the several positions in the company just
senior to his, his past experience can be approximated reasonably well.
Again, any supplemental compensatjoj promises can be estimated either
from the provisions of the plans or by extrapolating the current rela-
tionship between those benefits and his salary.

It is frequently possible, therefore, to get a good estimate of that
portion of an executive's compensation history which is not directly
visible in his firm's proxy statements. The latter aid this effort by re-
portingas the SEC requires--the positions a man has held during the
five years prior to that in which he is first presented to the shareholders
for election to a directorship. His biography in Who's Who can be re-
ferred to in order to supplenient such information when it is necessary
to have a longer record. Finally, a clue to the early history of many
executives who became important in the l950's is conveniently provided
by corporate proxy statements for the years 1942 through 1946. During
that time the SEC specified that the compensation of all officers of a
company who received a salary of $20,000 or more per year had to be
reported whether oi not they were also directors or were among the
firm's three highest-paid executives. While this requirement was sub-
sequently relaxed,'3 enough men came under it for a year or two to
make easier and more precise the task of extrapolating data for those
who reappeared later on in high positions.

If, after exploring all these possibilities, it turned out that there was
just no way to get a pretty good idea of the profile of a man's compensa-
tion experience before his name appeared in his firm's proxy statements,
he was simply excluded from the sample. The use of "typical" corn-
pensationi,e., salarygrovth rates of the sort suggested by previous

' See footnote 2 of this chapter.

a
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studies in order to extrapolate data for a man for a long period of time

when it could not be obtained from evidence as to his actual experience

was takcn to be inappropriate and explicitly ruled out. Indeed, the objec-

tive here is to do no less than reject the notion of typical as such studIes

have defined it and to develop a more comprehensive measure which
includes all the executive's rewards.

Of the total 7,802 man-yearS' worth of compensation experience
which was eventually analyzed. L56l (or 20 per cent) consisted of
estimated rather than directly observed data. Those estimates were con-

fined primarily to years in which the various individuals' remuneration
was considerably lower than it was when they finally did appear in
proxy statements. For this reason, the effect of errors in any of the
projections on the results of the analysis is much less significant than

even the proportionate number of years involved would suggest. In
order not to leave this a matter of faith, however, the impact of some
fairly severe mistakes in estimation for a "typical" executive will be con-
sidered later on in conjunction with an examination of changes in dis-
count rates, outside income, and other parameters.'4

Annuity Premium Rates

An appraisal of the worth of a corporation's pension plan to each of its
employees centers on the cost to them of a particular instrumenta
"nonparticipating" individual retirement annuity. It was necessarj,
therefore, to construct a schedule of those costs which could be offered
as characteristic of the premium rates actually charged by insurance
companies over the time period covered by the study. For this purpose.
historical data were obtained from two leading firms who have issued
substantial numbers of such policies during the last quarter century:
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company and The Travelers In-
surance Company, both of Hartford, Connecticut. The average in each
year of the two firms' quotations was taken to be a reasonable repre-
sentation of the prices that would have been confronted by an executive
had he sought to provide his own retirement income. Appendix K
spells out the details and tabulates the resulting schedule.

'4See Chapter 12.

a
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The five highest-paid executives in fifty of the nation's largest manu-facturing firms constitute the sample to which the valuation techniquesdeveloped in previous chapters viIl be applied. The experience of suchnieri was chosen for scrutiny out of a desire to deal with individuals
whose decisions have a significant impact on the economy and whoserewards are likely to set a standard for the compensation not only oftheir subordinates but of executives in other firms as well. In compiling
the sample, the objective was to include as many men and to go backas far in time as the available information would allow. Since corporateproxy statements arc the only comprehensive source of data on the
remuneration of particular individuals, the dimensions of the studywere largely dictated by their characteristics. As it turned cut, the his-
tories of 558 different executives representing approximatcl 7.800
man-years of compensation experience back to 1940 were collected and
analyzed. The results of that effort now follow.




